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Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACEs) 
• Traumatic events during the first 

eighteen years of life
• Range from emotional neglect to 

sexual abuse. 
• Relate to a variety of negative 

outcomes, including physical and 
mental health outcomes

The current literature lacks 
information about: 
• Whether minority status affects 

exposure to ACEs 
• Whether rates of depression and 

anxiety vary by ACE exposure 

Hypotheses: 

1)Experiencing one or more ACEs 
heightens one's chance of 
developing depression and 
anxiety as opposed to 
experiencing no ACEs. 

2)Identifying as a minority will 
increase an individual's chances 
of experiencing ACEs.  

Conclusions 

Mean score for anxiety was higher for those who 
experienced ACEs (M =28.60, SD = 7.47) compared to 
those who did not experience any ACEs (M= 25.33, SD = 
7.16). 

Mean score for depression was higher for those who 
experienced ACEs (M =10.53, SD = 3.56) than those who 
did not experience ACEs (M= 8.40, SD= 2.45). 

Percentages of ACE experiences were not statistically 
different by race, suggesting that both White & ethnic 
minority youth experienced similar rates of ACEs. 

The implications for the research are to assess ACEs to find 
an efficient way to treat adolescent depression and 
anxiety.
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Table 1. ACEs examined in the present study

Verbal abuse or humiliation by an adult in the household.

Lacking familial love and affection (Emotional neglect)

Physical neglect

Separated/divorced parents

Living with a problem drinker/ alcoholic or someone who uses street 

drugs

Living with someone who is mentally ill/depressed or has attempted 

suicide.

An incarcerated household member.

Do Adverse Childhood Experiences Affect Rates of Depression 
During Adolescence?

METHOD 

• Secondary data analysis from an 
online survey given to United States 
adolescents aged 14-18 (N=103)

• The survey assessed ACE exposure 
and symptoms of anxiety/depression. 
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